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Updated to reflect vital FAA regulatory, procedural, and training changes, and including a new

chapter on "Scenario-Based Training," this indispensable tool prepares private pilots for the

"checkride" with an FAA examiner. It answers the most common questions asked by examiners,

clarifies the requirements of the written and oral portions, and presents practice questions from the

exam with a reference to the specific information source from where the answer may be derived. An

appendix with a &#147;Practical Test Checklistâ€• and a condensed table of private pilot PTS

maneuvers are included. The main body of questions is written in a Q & A format&#151;with the

questions the FAA checkride examiners are most likely to ask along with comprehensive,

easy-to-remember responses. This guide teaches not only what to expect on the private pilot oral

exam, but also how to exhibit subject mastery and confidence while under the examinerâ€™s

scrutiny.
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There is a ton of information here, and while this book covers 99% of the questions that were asked

on the oral portion of my check ride, it is very unlikely you will be asked more than 10% of the info in

this book. But therein lies the problem; You have no idea which 10% your examiner will touch upon.

So you really have to know at-least a little bit of all of it, of course your CFI should be able to point

out the core chapters (aerodynamics, failures, weather theory, etc). Because of the amount of info in



this little book, I wouldn't recommend attempting to memorize the material verbatim, I would try to be

able to speak intelligently about each question, even if you are only offering the bare minimums.

Just remember if you are stuck, its always better to say "I don't know, but I know where to find out"

rather then to say something that's incorrect. I learned that the hard way!!!! Good luck!

If you go through this book, and are able to discuss the issues it poses, you will fly through the oral

examination. It is quite thorough and over prepares you, if that is possible.

this book was fantastic in preparing me for my checkride (which I passed, by the way =). It's

purpose is not to give you questions to study. It's purpose is to stimulate your prain in regards to all

topics that "could" be covered. It a good all-encompassing, last minute, review of your knowledge

base. I went to my checkride feeling REALLY comforatable with 85-90% of all these

questions/answers, and "pretty" comforatable with the rest. It definately will cover some topics that

YOU HAVEN'T thought about!!!!!! Look at this book as a form of insurance to lessen the chance

against being stumped by trick questions.

I used this book to study for my checkride oral. The book was a good review of all the stuff you

already should know. It is focused on nine themes that should know a private pilot . Certificates and

Documents , Weather, Determining performance and Limitations , Airplane Systems, Cross -

Country Flight Planning , Night Operations , Aeromedical Factors, Single -Pilot Resource

Management , Scenario - Based Training. The questions and answers are extracted from official

bibliographies , synthesizing what is really needed for private Pilot in a Oral exam which results in

time savings

A portion of earning one's Private Pilot license is based on in-flight stick and rudder knowledge.

Similar to receiving one's drivers license, one must also know the "rules of the road" in order to

legally fly an aircraft. There is a lot to know, and the FAA FAR/AIM upon which it is based can be at

times perplexing to read because of its officious language. This Guide offers student pilots an

outline of the knowledge that they will have to know to earn their Private Pilot certificate to prepare

for the Oral Exam. In the process for studying for my exam, I have translated these concepts into

laymans speak so that they may be better studied and understood. I recommend reading this guide,

and complementing it with my notes that are available at http://www.toflightfromscratch.com.



I purchased this PTS as an eBook and used it while taking my flight courses for my Private Pilot's

License and passed all of my check rides with no problems! I would recommend this for anyone

starting their flying career!!

I found this book very helpful before I took my oral. We will see how I do if I pass.With the Kindle

version I was stopped from copying some questions that I wanted to put into a single Word

document as a study guide. I understand copy right issues but this type of book should allow you

virtually unlimited copying access to this tool.

Pro: This is a great material to review for your checkride for sure. Covers everything you need to

know.Con: Very textbook-like in the words used. I recommend getting other complementary study

materials to help break things down for better understanding.
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